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The last three decades in limb salvage surgery we discovered
what we could do.  Now it is time to learn what we should do.
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ABSTRACT
Arteriosclerosis is a general disease affecting different parts of the arterial system. In coronary heart disease
(CHD) women have different risk factors, symptoms, indication for treatment, interpretation of diagnostic
data and outcome than men. The overall aim of this thesis was to test the hypothesis that similar gender
differences exist in patients with symptomatic arteriosclerosis in the arteries of the lower limb (LLI) and to
investigate the magnitude of the problem.
The Stockholm Study. The number of procedures performed, development over time, survival and amputation
rates in women and men were investigated in a large epidemiological study of all patients treated with
vascular interventions for lower limb ischemia (LLI) in the county of Stockholm in 1970-1994 (8660 patients,
12200 interventions).
An increase from 18 vascular interventions to 786 / million inhabitants and in the proportion of women
from 34% in 1970 to 48% in 1994 was shown. Mean age increased from 63 to 71 years. Women were older
than men (71 years vs 66, p<0.001). The localisation of lesions treated for chronic LLI was similarly distributed
between women and men. Women had poorer survival than men. In a Cox regression model, increasing age,
later calendar years and being a man were risk factors for poorer survival. In a multivariate analysis of the
risk for amputation, age and calendar year were important risk factors, not gender.
Our results confirmed the clinical observation of an increasing proportion of women and elderly, possibly
related to an increasing prevalence, better knowledge about LLI among referring doctors, improved technique
and wider indication for treatment, especially in elderly. The similar or better results after intervention in
women could be explained by the generally better survival in women in the population as well as a restrictive
attitude towards treating women compared to men.
Women treated for critical ischemia. Specific gender differences in preoperative conditions, localisation of
treated lesions, complications and long-term outcome was retrospectively investigated in patients treated
for chronic critical limb ischemia at the Karolinska Hospital (KH) in 1993-1994 (n=234 patients).
Women were older than men (74 vs 68 years), smoking and diabetes was less frequent among women
(smokers: 63 % vs 82%, p=0.005; diabetes: 22% vs 43%, p=0.0004). Other preoperative conditions were
not worse in women. Women were more commonly treated with suprainguinal interventions than men
(44% versus 19%). Outcome was similar for women and men.
The greatest disadvantage for women is their high mean age. The later onset for women could depend on
biological differences combined with a different distribution of risk factors than in men. The different
localisation of treated lesions can be related to age and anatomical differences. The similarities in outcome
despite different preoperative conditions indicate that diabetic women with severe LLI are less frequently
treated, alternatively men with high risk are offered interventions more generously.
Reproductive History. In order to evaluate the reproductive history in women with LLI compared with
women in the population, 173 women treated for LLI in 1994-1996 at KH and 348 women living in the
hospital catchment area were sent a validated questionnaire.
Age at menopause and menarche, pregnancies, hysterectomy and hormone replacement therapy were similar
between women treated for LLI and women in the population. More references had used oral contraceptives
than patients (53% vs 16%, p<0.001).
Women with LLI do not have a different reproductive history than women in the population, contradictory
to women with CHD. The influence on the development of arteriosclerotic disease by other risk factors
could be more important in LLI patients. Maybe oestrogen levels are less important for the progression of
arteriosclerotic disease in other peripheral arteries compared to coronary and carotid arteries.
Conclusion
The number of vascular interventions, especially in women, have probably increased further after the observed
period, and the increase can be expected to continue. Biological and anatomical differences can probably
explain several of the found differences between the sexes, such as localisation of treated lesions and age.
The similar outcome between women and men indicates that we should continue to focus on established
risk factors in our preoperative evaluation, rather than gender or reproductive history in women.

Key words: lower limb ischemia, vascular surgery, women, gender outcome, reproductive history,
menopause
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ABBREVIATIONS

ABPI Ankle Brachial Pressure Index

AIOD Aortoiliac Occlusive Disease

ANOVA Analysis of Variance

BMI Body Mass Index

CHD Coronary Heart Disease

CI Intermittent Claudication

CLI Chronic Critical Limb Ischemia

HRT Hormone Replacement Therapy

KH Karolinska Hospital

LDL Low density lipid protein

LLI Lower limb ischemia

MI Myocardial infarction

NBHW National Board of Health and Welfare

PTA Percutaneous  transluminal angioplasty

SMR Standard Mortality Ratio

SOE Salpingoophorectomy

SWEDVASC The Vascular Registry in Sweden

TG Triglyceride
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INTRODUCTION AND  BACKGROUND

Arteriosclerosis is a general disease affecting

different parts of the arterial system.

The three most common clinical manifesta-

tions are coronary heart disease (CHD), stroke

and arteriosclerosis in the arteries of the lower

limb. Extensive efforts to clarify possible gender

differences in patients suffering from CHD have

been made during the last decades. Apart from

the interest in gender differences, the scientific

community has tried to explain the relationship

between oestrogen and the development and

progression of CHD.

It is tempting to assume that specific

conditions described for women with CHD are

valid also for women with lower limb ischemia

(LLI), but this needs to be verified.

The majority of patients treated for LLI with

vascular surgery were male in the past. A clinical

impression has been that women constitute a

growing proportion of patients treated for LLI.

The present knowledge about relevant gender

differences in patients treated for LLI is poor.

A better knowledge of specific conditions in

women with LLI can be of great potential

importance to prevent disability and limb loss.

Arteriosclerosis

Arteriosclerosis is a process occurring in the

media and intimal layer of large and medium

sized arteries. It is characterised by an

accumulation of cells (macrophages and

monocytes), matrix fibres and lipids, resulting

in a plaque narrowing the lumen diameter and

causing obstruction of blood flow. The process

usually occurs in bifurcations or bends due to

hemodynamic variations. The arteriosclerotic

plaque can rupture towards the lumen causing

ulceration, embolisation and thrombus formation

due to interactions with platelets and coagulation

factors in the blood and vessel wall.

Arteries are more (coronary arteries, internal

carotid artery, abdominal aorta, arteries in the

lower limb) or less (thoracic aorta, common

carotid artery and arteries of the upper limb)

prone to develop arteriosclerotic plaques. The

reason for this difference is not completely

understood. The higher susceptibility for disease

in the coronary arteries, internal carotid artery,

abdominal aorta and arteries in the lower limb is

reflected in the high incidence of angina or

myocardial infarction, stroke and LLI in the

population.

Unfortunately many patients suffer from

multiple manifestations of arteriosclerosis. In the

“PARTNERS” program in the United States;

55% of patients with LLI also have symptomatic

cardiovascular or cerebrovascular disease and 40

% of patients with symptomatic cardiovascular

or cerebrovascular disease have asymptomatic

or symptomatic LLI. 1

Risk factors for development of
arteriosclerosis

Age

The prevalence of all manifestations of

arteriosclerotic disease is related to increasing

age. A decrease in the elastic properties, i.e.

distensibility of the aorta and carotid artery with

advancing age has been shown in women and

men. 2 This is a natural physiological pheno-

menon, but is accelerated when risk factors such

Introduction
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as smoking are present. The arterial distensi-

bility is also influenced by sex hormones. The

femoral artery is however not influenced to the

same extent as the aorta and carotid artery. 2

Another factor influenced by sex hormones and

age is disturbances in the microcirculation. One

example is an enhanced endothelial permeability

allowing penetration of macromolecules,

including lipoproteins and albumin, into the

media layer. 3 Both oestrogen and testosterone

have been shown to maintain the integrity of the

wall structure. In men, the increase in arterial

stiffness is found earlier than in women, but after

menopause the process develops in similar ways

in women and men.2 Women suffering from

arteriosclerotic disease are generally older than

men (3-10 years). The reasons for this difference

are still not completely understood.

Diabetes

Among patients treated for LLI, the proportion

of diabetic patients varies between 24% and 65%.
4-8 The risk of development of LLI is 3-5 times

higher in diabetic compared to non-diabetic

patients and diabetes is probably a more

significant risk factor in women than in men. 9, 10

Early menopause, the presence of the metabolic

syndrome, hypertension and a negative lipid

profile are common in diabetic women and

contribute to their increased risk of CHD and

LLI compared to non-diabetic women. 11

Diabetes is not only considered to be an

independent risk factor for development and

progression of disease, but it might also influence

results after treatment of both MI and LLI

negatively. 4, 12-14 A matching of patients for this

factor in outcome investigations can minimise

the risk for confounding.

Smoking

Smoking strongly affects the development of

arteriosclerosis. 15-17 The effect is multi-factorial.

Examples are stimulation of the inflammatory

process in the vessel wall, the lowering of

menopausal age and the elevation of fibrinogen

and LDL levels. 15, 17-21 Smoking also affects

the arterial wall differently in men and pre-

menopausal women. The intima media thickness

(IMT) in the carotid and femoral artery is

increased in male smokers compared with non-

smokers, a difference not found in pre-

menopausal women. 21, 22 Sonesson et al found

an increase in the arterial stiffness of the aorta in

female smokers compared to non-smokers, a

difference not found in men. “Menopausal state”

was not defined in that study (median age 51

years, range 43-61), and this could have

influenced the result. 16  In the Edinburgh and

PARTNERS studies, smoking was more

common in LLI than CHD patients. 1, 17 It is

possible that peripheral arteries are more

susceptible for the deleterious effects of smoking

compared to coronary arteries.

Hyperlipidemia

Elevated total cholesterol, low density

lipoprotein (LDL) and triglycerids (TG) have

been identified as risk factors for the

development of CHD, carotid arteriosclerosis

and LLI. 9, 22-24  Few investigations have

specifically studied the association between lipid

levels and LLI in women. This may be explained

by methodological difficulties due to the

influence of physiological fluctuations during the

menstrual cycle, the use of oral contraceptives

and hormone replacement therapy (HRT).

Endogenous changes in lipid levels also occur

at the onset of menopause. Increased LDL and

TG levels and decreasing HDL levels, could be
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major contributing factors for the rapid

progression of arteriosclerotic disease after

menopause.

Reproductive history

 It is the later onset of CHD in women compared

to men that has initiated the hypothesis of a

protective effect by endogenous oestrogen

against arteriosclerosis in the pre-menopausal

woman. Positive effects of oestrogen have been

described in humans, animals and in vitro

models. Examples are nitric oxide mediated

vasodilatation, lowering of Lp (a), stimulation

of angiogenesis, decreased expression of VCAM

(vascular cell adhesion molecule) and ICAM

(intracellular adhesion molecule) and lowering

of LDL cholesterol. 25-33 Altogether most

investigations analysing oestrogen show

convincing beneficial effects against the

development and progression of arteriosclerosis.

It has however been very difficult to show similar

beneficial effects by exogenous oestrogen in

clinical trials, especially in women with CHD.
34-36

If oestrogen is a “protector”, low endogenous

oestrogen levels throughout life would

hypothetically increase the risk of developing

arteriosclerotic disease. It has however been

difficult to investigate if differences in the

reproductive history influence this risk. There

are some obvious methodological difficulties, for

example the long time passing from the possibly

disturbed oestrogen level to the actual onset of

the disease. The only reproductive factor that has

been shown to influence the risk of CHD with

an acceptable level of scientific evidence is the age

at which menopause occurs. Premature menopause

(< 44 years), natural or surgical, increases this risk

and possibly also the risk of plaque progression in

the carotid artery. 37-43 In women with aortoiliac

occlusive disease (AIOD), the influence of

premature menopause was investigated in the

1970s. The relationship found between premature

menopause and the progression of the disease

appeared to be weak. 44, 45 Age at menarche does

not influence the risk of CHD.46, 47

Multiparity (> 3 pregnancies) may increase the

risk of development of CHD and carotid plaques.
41, 48, 49

Contradictory results have been reported

concerning the risk associated with the use of

oral contraceptives. It may be related to the

different “generations” of oral contraceptives.

For second or third generation pills (lower

oestrogen doses) the risk of acute myocardial

infarction (MI) in non-smoking women is very

low or non-existent. 50-54 The possible protective

effect of HRT on cardiovascular morbidity and

mortality is one of the most important factors to

consider from the point of view of health

economics. This was suggested in North

American observational studies from the 1990s,

but recent trials found an increased risk of

cardiovascular events the first year of treatment

compared to placebo.34-36  Therefore, the

American Heart Association does not

recommend HRT as a primary or secondary

prevention of CHD.55

Subgroup analysis of LLI in one of these trials

(HERS), failed to show a beneficial effect on

the progression of the disease by HRT. 56 The

opposite was reported in the Rotterdam and

Rancho Bernardo studies- a better ankle-brachial

pressure index was found in women treated with

HRT than untreated women. 57, 58 Both a positive

and a negative effect on stroke incidence and

carotid plaque progression by HRT has been

reported. 59-62

If normal oestrogen levels throughout life

protects women against development or

progression of LLI, treatment of lower oestrogen

levels, for example after surgically induced

premature menopause, could theoretically

prevent disease. On the other hand, if oestrogen
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levels do not influence the development of LLI,

this can be interpreted as if coronary and

peripheral arteries react differently in this respect.

Lower limb ischemia

Definitions

An impaired arterial blood flow to the lower

limb due to arteriosclerotic lesions is called lower

limb ischemia (LLI), peripheral arterial occlusive

disease (PAOD) or peripheral arterial disease

(PAD). The clinical manifestations of

symptomatic chronic LLI are intermittent

claudication (IC) and chronic critical limb

ischemia (CLI). The classification by Fontaine

from 1954 is still used. Table 1. Others have

developed new tools for classification of these

patients mainly for scientific purposes, such as

the TransAtlantic Inter-Society Consensus

document (TASC).63 A patient suffering from IC

experiences localised pain in the leg, always

associated with exercise, that typically

disappears after some minutes of rest. A patient

with CLI describes extremely short walking

distances and a severe pain in the fore foot in supine

position, called ischemic rest pain. Table 1. The

more severe manifestations of CLI, non-healing

ulcers or gangrene, are typically localised in the

toes, forefoot or ankle, and are more common in

diabetic than non-diabetic patients. 64

The preliminary diagnosis is based on the

patient’s medical history and a clinical examina-

tion, including comparison of the systolic blood

pressure measured at the ankle and the arm. The

ankle-brachial pressure index (ABPI)  is

calculated to compensate for variations in blood

pressure. A decreased ABPI (<0.8 or <0.9) in an

asymptomatic patient is defined as asymptomatic

PAOD. 58, 65, 66

The localisation and distribution of the arterial

lesion vary extensively and have implications for

the indication for treatment and results. In

suprainguinal disease, the arterial lesion is

located above and in infrainguinal disease below

the inguinal ligament. Some differences in the

characteristics between the two groups are listed

below, Figure 1.13, 44, 64, 67-76 Many patients

have a combination called “multilevel” disease.

Patients who at the primary evaluation are

candidates for intervention, will be referred for

duplex sonography or angiography. These

examinations will reveal the presence and

localisation of significant stenosis or occlusions,

the length of the lesion and in- and outflow

 Table 1. Classification of LLI by Fontaine.

I asymtomatic arteriopathy

II exercise induced ischemia
a)  intermittent claudication >100 m
b)  intermittent claudication <100 m

III ischemia related pain at rest
a)  ankle pressure >50 mmHg
b)  ankle pressure <50 mmHg

IV   trophic ulcers and gangrene
a)  limited gangrene
b)  extensive gangrene

16  Rebecka Hultgren



Figure 1. Suprainguinal disease refers to lesions located in the aorta and iliac arteries.
Infrainguinal disease refers to lesions located in the femoral, popliteal or calf arteries.
The knee joint divides the popliteal artery into above- and below knee segments.
Infrainguinal reconstructions to calf arteries are often referred to as distal reconstructions.

Suprainguinal disease
Large lumen diameter
High blood flow
Low peripheral resistence
Short distances for by pass
Mean age in treated 55-65 years
Claudication >critical ischemia
Women 30-40%
Smoking 70-100%
Diabetes 5-26 %
Amputation rate 1 year 0-10%
Mortality rate 1 year 4-10%

Infrainguinal disease
Small lumen diameter
Low blood flow
High peripheral resistance
Long distances for bypass
Mean age in treated 65-75 years
Critical ischemia>claudication
Women 40-60%
Smoking  < 80%
Diabetes 24-65 %
Amputation rate 1 year 4-30%
Mortality rate 1 year 12-26%

conditions. These anatomical conditions

influence the decision regarding which

interventional therapy to recommend. Table 2.

Chronic lower limb ischemia can be treated with

vascular reconstruction  or endovascular

intervention. In the following text, the term

“vascular intervention” refers to both types of

treatment. A limited localised arteriosclerotic

plaque can be extracted locally, so called

thrombendarterectomy. Often the arterial tree is

more generally affected, necessitating a bypass

procedure using a graft.

For infrainguinal reconstruction, autologous

vein grafts provide superior short and long term

results compared to other materials. Synthetic

grafts (PTFE or Dacron) can be used in

suprainguinal reconstructions and occasionally in

femoropopliteal reconstructions above the knee.

Endovascular intervention  or percutaneous

transluminal angioplasty (PTA) is performed by

a radiologist or vascular surgeon, using a “balloon

catheter” to restore the lumen diameter by

dilatation of the lesion. An arterial embolus is

usually extracted with a specially designed

balloon catheter (Fogarthy catheter), an

embolectomy. A major amputation is defined as

an amputation above or proximal to the tarso-

metatarsal joint. Primary amputation is performed

without attempting vascular intervention and a

secondary amputation is performed after vascular

intervention. Occasionally “minor amputations”

are presented in reports.
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Prevalence of chronic lower limb ischemia

Reported LLI prevalence rates vary from 1-25

% depending on country, age group, diagnostic

criteria and methods chosen. 9, 58, 66, 77-79 The

majority of prevalence reports focus on IC, and

show a higher prevalence in men than in women.

They also describe a strong association between

increasing age and prevalence. Few studies

include persons above 75 years of age and the

prevalence of critical ischemia is rarely

described. It has been suggested that the disease

is less severe in women compared to age matched

men and that fewer women with LLI are correctly

diagnosed by general practitioners. 65, 80

The most recent prevalence report from Northern

Europe found similar IC rates (1.1 %) for women

and men (40-69 years). 77 The first report from

Edinburgh showed similar prevalence rates for

women and men (4.5%).78 The Vadstena report

showed a small but insignificant gender difference

(3.8% in women vs 4.5% in men). 79 In the second

Edinburgh report, and reports from Framingham,

Limburg and San Luis Valley the prevalence of

IC is higher in men. 9, 10, 65, 66 This gender difference

decreases with increasing age.

In the Rancho Bernardo Study, which only

included women, the prevalence of persons with

an ABPI < 0.8 (asymptomatic and symptomatic

PAOD) was 12%. A very strong relationship

between increasing age and prevalence was

reported, 9% of women 50-59 years old had

PAOD and 21% of women 80-89 years old. 58

Critical ischemia

PTA or
reconstruction

Claudication

Lower limb ischemia

Quality of life
affected

Quality of life
not severly

affected

InterventionSuprainguinal
disease

Infrainguinal 
disease

conservative 
treatment

 Unreconstructable

Distal
 arteries

Popliteal
artery

consider 
pharmacological

 therapy

primary 
amputation

Conservative
 treatment

restrictive attitude
consider patients demands
consider anatomy
graft material
effect of smoking cessation
effect of exercise

possibly intervention

Table 2. Therapeutic options in chronic LLI patients. 
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Natural history of chronic lower

limb ischemia

Progression from IC to CLI or amputation is not

inevitable. Less than 25 % of patients with IC

will deteriorate to CLI and many claudicants will

have continuous and unchanged symptoms. 63, 65,

81  The frequency of claudicants that eventually

will be treated with vascular intervention varies in

different reports, (3-18%). 66, 82 Accordingly, the

patients’ fear of amputation is often exaggerated,

4 % of diagnosed claudicants were amputated

within 5 years in the Edinburgh material, and

1.8 % in the Framingham report. 10, 66 In 1244

male claudicants (mean age 65 years, 37%

diabetes), the cumulative risk of amputation

within 10 years was 10 %. The corresponding

figures for development of rest pain and

ulceration were 30% and 23%, respectively. 83

An important factor to consider when a patient

has asymptomatic or symptomatic LLI is the

2-4 fold increased risk of cardiovascular

mortality compared to the age matched

population. 1, 10, 66, 79, 80, 84 This is probably a

patient group where secondary prevention has a

great potential to positively affect survival, as

has been shown for CHD patients. 23, 24 Critically

ischemic patients have a much higher risk of

amputation and death, but few studies address

this. In one study of unreconstructed patients,

major amputation free survival was 28 % and

overall survival was 46 %, one year after

diagnosis. 85 Similar pessimistic outcome rates

for unreconstructable patients have been reported

by others. 8, 86

Non-interventional treatment

It is important that all LLI patients obtain the

best possible treatment for their concomitant

diseases, such as diabetes, coronary heart disease

or hyperlipidemia. These efforts may affect the

progression of their LLI symptoms, in addition

to an overall decrease in morbidity and mortality.

Patients with LLI should be encouraged to stop

smoking and if possible to exercise. Smoking

cessation is one of the most important secondary

preventive measures and has been reported to

decrease the risk of developing rest pain and need

for a vascular intervention, decrease the risk of

coronary events and increase survival. 87 There

is still a lack of larger randomised trials

comparing the long term effects of exercise vs

angioplasty in claudicants. Angioplasty is

probably superior considering the improvement

of the walking distance and the quality of life

during the first six months, especially for

suprainguinal lesions. 88-90 The long term effects

of angioplasty vs exercise therapy are more

debated. 88 Exercise therapy has been reported

to improve walking distance, but also to lower

cholesterol and decrease heart rate. 88, 89 In

claudicants with infrainguinal disease, the risk

of complications with angioplasty, the poor long

term effects and the usually benign progression

of IC, are all in favour of non-invasive treatment.
75, 88, 90-92

There is a growing interest in pharmacological

treatment of LLI symptoms. Internationally,

drugs are available for such treatment, but in

Sweden no such drug is approved for prescription.

Cilostazol, a phosphodiesteras inhibitor, (inhibits

platelet aggregation, antithrombotic and

vasodilatating) increased quality of life and

walking distances compared to placebo in

claudicants. 93 It was equally effective for non-

diabetic and diabetic patients and well tolerated.

Pentoxifylline has also been shown to have some

positive effects on symptoms, but the overall

beneficial effects are modest. 93, 94 The effects

of these drugs has to our knowledge not been

analysed for women and men separately.
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Selection for vascular intervention

The decision to treat a patient with vascular

intervention is influenced by many factors.

Depending on the patient, the lesion and the

surgeon’s preferences, preoperative evaluations

can result in a variety of decisions: non-invasive

medical treatment or vascular intervention; PTA

or surgery; intervention or primary amputation.

Table 2. Even if consensus documents for

treatment of CLI patients exist today, the

selection process is complex and great variations

can be found. 63, 95 To our knowledge it has not

been analysed with a gender perspective.

Table 3. Changes over time in the number of vascular interventions.

Vascular interventions for LLI

Time trends

It has been difficult to measure the exact number

of patients treated with vascular interventions,

particularly changes over time, mainly due to

methodological problems. There are however

some reports from Europe, North America and

Australia on changes over time in the number of

patients treated for LLI. 96-102 Table 3. The

general trend is an increase in the number of

surgical and endovascular interventions. Possibly

a plateau is reached at approximately

20  Rebecka Hultgren

Author (year) Time analysed
Number of patients or

interventions

Number of interventions /
 million inhabitants
annually at the end
of period observed

Time trend
vascular

intervention

Time trend
amputation

Tunis
(1991)

41 % women
1979-1989 30000 patients

240 PTA
650 arterial reconstructions
300 amputations

Increase Plateau

Sayers †
 (1993)

1974-1990 2930 interventions
400 arterial reconstructions
1100 including amputation and PTA

Increase Plateau

Pell †
(1994) 1986-1990

555 interventions
(arterial

surgery+amputation)
Increase Plateau

Ebskov †
 (1994)

1976-1990 5.1 million
380 arterial reconstructions
250 amputations / million

Increase Decrease

Lepäntalo †
(1996)

1976-1992 6500 interventions
967
estimation 300 interventions for LLI

Increase

Hallett
(1997)

43 % women
1973-1992 1100 interventions

1100 arterial reconstructions and
A

Plateau Decrease

Mattes   †
(1997)

1980-1992
13644 interventions on

8600  patients
Population 1.7 million

2664 by pass, 2200 PTA, 1400 TEA,
1800 amputations
estimation 290 interventions /million

Plateau Decrease

     w annual number of interventions not presented.
   ww 500 annual referrals, population unknown
    †  ratio men / women not mentioned.



1000 interventions/million inhabitants. 100 The

proportion of the general population that is

treated for LLI varies in different countries. In

Australia, 290 interventions/million inhabitants

in 1992 were reported as compared to 1100 in

the US for the same year. 100, 101 This can be

explained by different prevalence rates, metho-

dological differences and different Health Care

systems.

The possibility that an increased number of

vascular interventions reduces the number of

amputations has been debated among vascular

surgeons. One of the main objectives with

vascular interventions for CLI patients is to

minimise the risk for primary amputation. 63

Therefore the combination of decreasing major

amputation rates together with the described

increase of vascular interventions, could

indirectly support the benefit of vascular

interventions from a general health perspective.

Such trends have been reported from several

countries but the connection has been debated.
98, 100, 103, 104 It is plausible that a minimal

number of vascular interventions must be

performed in order to obtain a corresponding

decrease in amputation rates. 100

Even if changes over time in the distribution

of suprainguinal vs infrainguinal interventions

may have occurred, it is rarely analysed

separately. This distinction is of potential

importance for health care planning and

economic forecasting, due to the already men-

tioned differences in basic characteristics

between the two groups. Figure 1.

A dramatic increase in the number of PTAs

performed over time has been described. 105-107

According to clinical observations women seem

to constitute a growing proportion of the patients

treated for LLI. Such possible changes over time

in the number of treated women have received

little attention. Table 3. This should be compared

to the great number of reports in the literature,

published in the 1990s, on changes over time in

the number of women treated with coronary

artery bypass surgery. 108-112

Considering the expected growing proportion

of women among treated LLI patients and that

women possibly have other pre-operative

conditions and needs than men, more efforts

should be made to improve our knowledge of

this hitherto rather neglected field of research.

Women treated for LLI

Very few investigations on LLI patients focus

on treated women. The limited information

available today is from retrospective

investigations with small numbers of patients,

in which women occasionally are analysed as a

subgroup.

In a majority of reports on infra- as well as

on suprainguinal interventions, women are in a

minority (6-47%).14, 73, 100, 107, 113-116 They are

also 3-6 years older 7, 13, 14, 68, 73, 74 and have

more diabetes than men. 3-5, 14, 74, 85, 114, 115

Furthermore women have the same or a higher

rate of CLI vs IC as indication for treatment. 7,

14, 73, 76

This implies that women have several factors

that independently of their sex could influence

referral patterns, preoperative risk evaluation and

outcome.

Outcome

Preoperative conditions affecting outcome

In the preoperative assessment, the benefit of an

intervention is weighed against the risk of

complications and the patient´s expected

survival. Several factors influence this risk, some

of which are listed below.5, 8, 13, 14, 67, 68, 70, 73,

74, 114, 117, 118 Table 4.
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Table 4. Factors that could influence the result after
an intervention.

Lower risk Higher risk

Non-diabetic Diabetic
Non-smoker Smoker
No cardiovascular disease Cardiovascular disease
Younger Older
Claudication Critical ischemia
Suprainguinal disease Infrainguinal disease
Femoropopliteal disease Femorodistal disease
Autologous vein graft Synthetic graft 
PTA Vascular reconstruction
Stenosis Occlusion
Short lesions Longer lesions
First intervention Redo surgery
Male ? Female?

Outcome measures

The most commonly used outcome measures

after vascular interventions are thirty-day and

long-term survival, amputation and patency.

These can all be influenced by the factors listed

in Table 4.

In many reports, as mentioned previously,

women have a higher rate of risk factors, such

as diabetes, CLI and longevity. The higher

mortality and amputation rates and the poor

patency reported for women must therefore be

analysed with special reference to these factors.

Survival

The mortality in LLI patients, regardless of

treatment, is generally higher than the mortality

in the age matched population. 1, 9, 66 A vascular

intervention brings a risk of mortality in the peri-

and postoperative period, especially for patients

with a high prevalence of associated disease. This

is reflected by a thirty-day postoperative

mortality rate of 0-6 % in  LLI patients. 13, 44, 70,

119, 120 Long-term survival rate is not an efficacy

variable of the intervention performed, it rather

reflects the frequency of associated diseases in

the study population.

Women have higher postoperative mortality rates

than men in many reports, but being female is

not found to influence the risk of death when

other factors, such as age, are considered in the

analysis. 5, 8, 68, 73, 74, 117, 121, 122

Mortality rates one year after infrainguinal

interventions vary between 12-26%. 5, 8, 68, 74, 123

A lower mortality is reported after suprainguinal

reconstructions, which is probably related to the

lower mean age of these patients (4-10 %).44, 71,

72, 121 Five year mortality rates are 26% among

patients treated for suprainguinal disease and

66% for patients treated for infrainguinal disease,

indicating that this group of patients has a more

generalised disease. 8, 13, 71, 100, 114, 116, 117, 119

Amputation

Postoperative amputation rate is an adequate

outcome variable for the efficacy of interventions

for LLI. In patients treated for LLI, and especially

CLI, the risk of a subsequent amputation is

relatively high. The risk is closely related to the

presence of previously mentioned risk factors.

The reported high risk of postoperative

amputation in women often “disappears” in

multivariate analysis. 5, 13, 68, 73, 74, 100, 114, 117,

124
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Amputation rates one year after infrainguinal

interventions vary between 4-29%. 4, 74, 118 In

patients treated with surgery or PTA for

suprainguinal disease amputation rates are

similar in women and men and generally lower

(0-7%). 44, 71, 121  In CLI patients treated with

PTA for suprainguinal or infrainguinal disease,

the proportion of amputated patients one year

after the intervention varies between 11-32%. 106,

107, 125-127

Patency

The definition of patency varies widely among

different studies, from angiographic evidence of

a patent graft to the surgeons estimation based

on clinical findings. As an outcome measure, it

can be regarded as a “surrogate” variable,

because patients may deteriorate in spite of a

patent graft and occasionally also improve

despite graft occlusion. Patency verified by

duplex sonography or ABPI increment of more

than 0.15 compared with a preoperative value

are frequently used. 5, 13, 68, 118, 120, 128

Early graft occlusion or thrombosis during the

first postoperative period is often related to

preoperative anatomical conditions and technical

failure. Women have lower patency rates than

men, which may be caused by the higher

frequency of venous disease in women limiting

availability of adequate grafts. Another

contributing factor may be the smaller diameters

of the female arteries. 68, 70, 118 The higher

incidence of diabetic disease in treated LLI

women and their more severe arterial disease

may also affect the patency rate.13, 14, 68, 70, 122

Late graft occlusion or stenosis is related to

neointimal hyperplasia, a local physiological

reaction. It has to our knowledge not been

investigated from a gender perspective. A lower

patency after vascular interventions has been

described in women treated with HRT, compared

to non users. 129, 130

Amputation rates, the number of secondary

minor or major vascular interventions or quality

of life aspects are as mentioned not directly

related to patency rate. An example of this is the

contradictory circumstance that while women

have poor graft patency in comparison with men,

the amputation rates in the same studies

nevertheless remain similar. 13, 68, 70, 122 From a

patient point of view the limb salvage rate or

preferably the major amputation free survival is

more important as a measure of success than is

patency. Studies using quality of life

measurement as efficacy variables for interven-

tion have emerged during the last decades. 131,

132 Society as a whole also has an interest in

finding better tools from the point of view of

health-economics in order to objectify our results.

This development is promising, but the methods

may need further adjustment before they can be

used more widely in clinical practice. 131-136

Acute lower limb ischemia

The concept of acute lower limb ischemia

includes a range of conditions from acute

embolic occlusion of a previously healthy

vascular bed (acute ischemia) to acute

aggravation of symptoms due to thrombotic

occlusions of collaterals in a leg with already

severe arterial occlusive disease (acute on

chronic ischemia).

In the former case, the extremity is usually

immediately threatened and urgent embolectomy

is required. For the latter optimal management

consists of anticoagulant treatment and

occasionally a semi-urgent vascular intervention.

Table 5.
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Table 5. Therapeutic options in patient with acute ischemia.

Acute lower limb ischemia is usually caused by

embolisation of thrombus from the heart due to

atrial fibrillation or acute myocardial infarction.

The risk of subsequent amputation and death is

high. Common estimates are an amputation rate

of  >10 % and a 20-30 % mortality within 30

days postoperatively. A growing awareness

among surgeons of the importance of

differentiating between the acute ischemic and

rapidly deteriorating chronic LLI has been

described. 137
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AIMS OF THIS THESIS

The overall aim of this thesis is to describe and identify factors specific
to women treated with vascular interventions for lower limb ischemia
(LLI).

The aims of the four papers were to investigate:

I changes over time in the proportion of women treated for LLI
and possible gender differences in the localisation of treated
lesions.

II gender differences in amputation and survival rates and changes
over time in patients treated for LLI.

III gender differences in pre-operative conditions, localisation of
lesions treated and postoperative results in patients treated for
CLI.

IV the reproductive history in women treated for LLI.
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PATIENTS AND METHODS

Paper I- IV

In this thesis patients treated for LLI between

1970 to 1996 at the Karolinska Hospital and in

the County of Stockholm were studied. Basic

characteristics of the investigations performed

and patients included are presented in Table 6.

Paper I  , II

The register of the National Board of Health

and Welfare (NBHW)

All patients treated in Swedish hospitals are

recorded according to the International

Classification of Diseases (ICD) in a

computerised register controlled by the National

Board of Health and Welfare (NBHW). All

deaths are recorded in the Swedish Cause-of-

Death Register, also controlled by the NBHW.

During the observed period the ICD 8 (1970-

1979) and 9 (1980-1994, revised 1987) were

used in Sweden. Table 6. All operative ICD-

codes representing vascular and endovascular

interventions and amputations for lower limb

ischemia (LLI) during 1970-1994 in the County

of Stockholm were extracted. Table 6. Before

1979, the classification system for vascular

surgery did not specify the localisation of lesions

treated. The main categories were embolectomy,

thrombectomy, thrombendarterectomy and

arterial by pass operation, after 1979 the ICD

codes are more detailed.

Table 6. Data on the four papers.

Paper I, II Paper III Paper IV

Type of study Observational

population based

Observational Case-control

Study base County of Stockholm The Karolinska Hospital The Karolinska Hospital,

hospital catchment area

Data collected from NBHW Hospital records Questionnaires and

hospital records

Time period 1970-1994 1993-1994 1994-1996

Follow-up Until 1998 Until May 2003 -

Patient group Patients treated for LLI Patients treated for

critical ischemia

Women treated for LLI,

women in the population

Number of subjects 8600 119 women

115 men

116 patients

197 references

Missing cases - 7 women

5 men

57 patients

151 references

Number of

interventions

12295 191 in women

173 in men

-

Proportion  women 44 % 51% All
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Validation

Data on vascular interventions from the NBHW

register has not previously been validated.

Therefore a random sample of 644 patient

records (5%) from the patients’ first vascular

intervention or amputation performed during the

observed period was chosen for validation. The

purpose was to investigate the accuracy of the

register by comparing extracted data with

hospital records. Records for 546 patients were

found (84.8%). The remaining 98 patient records

were not retrievable despite extensive efforts.

Analysis of the 98 missing records indicated that

significantly more records were missing from the

beginning of the observation period (15% of all

missing records originate from 1970-1974 vs 8%

of records retrieved, p=0.002). Mean age and sex

were comparable in missing and retrieved

records (p=0.5, p=0.06).

Comparison of data in the Register and

discharge notes revealed 13 faults (2%) in the

Register, mainly regarding the duration of

hospital stay. When the data in the Register were

compared with the Surgery charts, 4 faults were

found in the Register, 3 of which was double

coding for the same procedure.

Accordingly, while 26 % of the validated

records had missing or incorrect data, only few

faults were found in the Register. The

computerised control system in the Register, not

accepting non-existent or incorrect codes or

personal registration numbers may account for

this result. This analysis suggested that we could

consider the data extracted from the Register to

be reliable.

Limitations

The two most important systematic errors to take

into account when interpreting data in the Register

are the accuracy of data and missing cases. The

validation of the Register showed few errors.

The possibility of patients being treated

 without this being recorded in the NBHW was

probably higher during the first 10 year period.

The financial situation in the hospitals in the later

period forced health care providers to record

treated patients in order to receive funding,

minimising the risk for missing cases.

Paper III

Patients and methods

All vascular or endovascular interventions

performed for arterial occlusive disease of the

lower extremity were identified in surgery charts

and the Register of the Department of Radiology.

They were extracted with the patients’ individual

registration number. Only patients with CLI were

included in the study. Table 6. CLI was defined

according to the TASC document. 63 Medical

records were obtained from the hospital archives

and the information was recorded on a data sheet.

Paper IV

Patients and references

All women treated for LLI in 1994-1996 at the

Karolinska Hospital were included. A random

retrieval of women within the same age range

(40-90 years) as the patients, living in the hospital

catchment area was extracted from the “National

Swedish Person and Address Register” (SPAR).

While being in the same age range, this cohort

had a lower mean age than patients (61 years vs.

69 years). Table 6.

Method

A validated questionnaire was mailed to patients

and references together with a covering letter

explaining the aim of the study with an enclosed

prepaid envelope. Women who did not respond

within 3-5 weeks, received one reminder phone call.

The questionnaire consisted of  30 questions,

divided into four sections; marital status;

reproductive history; vascular and medical history.
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STATISTICS

Paper I-IV

Comparison between group means was

performed with Students t-test or with one-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA, F-test).

Distribution of categorical data between the

groups were tested with the  2 analysis.

Long term survival and thirty-day survival were

analysed using the Gehan-Wilcoxon statistic

(paper I, II). Multivariate survival analysis and

risk factor analysis for amputations were

performed using the Cox regression model with

the Wald statistic.

To separate possible differences in age and

gender, an analysis was performed by age

adjustment besides the regression model. Age-

adjustment was performed by adjusting the

number of amputated women in every five-year

age group to the age of men in Stockholm during

the same five-year period (paper I, II).

The time to amputation or death was analysed

using a Cox regression model considering age,

sex, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, the severity

of disease (rest pain vs ulcers) and localisation

of lesions treated (paper III). The mortality rate

from the date of surgery until 31 April 2003 was

also compared with the mortality rate in the

general population of the same age, by

calculating the standardised mortality ratio

(SMR), i.e. the ratio between observed and

expected numbers of deaths. A match for age and

concomitant diabetes at the first qualifying

intervention was performed in women and men,

with random numbers using Excel software. A

woman was used as standard, matching the first

man of the same age with the lowest random

number.

The influence of age on medical history was

evaluated by logistic regression analysis,

including the factors; age, type of disease or risk

factor and being a patient or reference (paper IV).

To account for differences in mean age, the

number of patients and references in every five

year age group who had used oral contraceptives

were analysed separately. The difference in the

use of oral contraceptives was also controlled

by logistic regression analysis considering every

five-year age group and smoking habits.

Statistical significance was defined as a P value

less than 0.05.
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RESULTS

Paper I

Time trend

The number of vascular interventions increased

significantly (p<0.001) over time, from 18 per

one million inhabitants in 1970 to 786 in 1994.

Figure 2. The proportion of treated women grew

from 34 % to 48 % during the analysed period

(p<0.001). Mean age increased from 63 years in

Figure 2. All vascular interventions from 1970 to 1994 presented
                as annual number per one million inhabitants for women
                and men.

1970-1974 to 71 years in 1990-1994. In 1970-

1974, the gender difference in mean age was

small (63 years for women vs 62 for men). This

changed to a six year age difference in the last

five-year period (74 years vs 68 years, p<0.001).

The age difference between the sexes varied with

type of procedure. Table 7.

Table 7.  Mean age, defined as age at first vascular intervention, for women and men, standard
deviation for each procedure type. Annual incidence of operations per one million inhabitants. The
percentage of interventions performed on women during each five year period is presented in brackets.

Mean age 1970-1974 1975-1979 1980-1984 1985-1989 1990-1994

Suprainguinal women
men

68.2, ± 11.3
64.9  ± 10.5

- - 51(34)
101

79 (41)
112

96 (41)
135

Femoropopliteal women
men

73.3, ±  9.7
68.2, ±  9.8

- - 22 (33)
45

49 (40)
73

123 (48)
135

Femorodistal women
men

76.1, ±  10.3
70.6, ±  10.1

- - 3 (33)
6

12 (34)
23

49 (43)
65

Embolectomy women
men

77.8, ±  11.8
71.3, ±  11.7

30 (45)
36

43 (40)
64

75 (47)
84

77 (55)
64

77 (56)
60

All vascular
interventions

women
men

71.1, ± 14.1
66.1, ± 12.6

80 (33)
165

115 (35)
215

205 (38)
333

309 (44)
398

588 (47)
675

Chi square analysis for trend, analysing the proportion of interventions performed on women over time was
significant for all groups (p<0.001).
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Type of procedure

During the last 15 years the number of vascular

interventions increased rapidly and the

distribution between types of procedure changed

for women and men. Table 7. The most rapid

increase was found in the number of PTAs and

infrainguinal procedures in both women and

men.

The reduction in the number of

embolectomies performed after 1980 was mainly

explained by the decreasing number of such

operations in male patients.

An estimate of the future number of vascular

interventions was also performed. A regression

analysis, based on the number of interventions

performed during 1985-1994, estimated that

1550 interventions per one million inhabitants

will be performed in 2010. A prediction of the

number of femoropopliteal by passes showed

that in 2005, the majority of patients treated will

be women .

Paper II

Survival

Women and men treated with suprainguinal,

femoropopliteal and femorodistal procedures had

similar thirty-day postoperative survival . The

thirty-day survival rate was worse for

embolectomised women when compared to that

for men. Table 8. Increasing age and calendar

years of treatment (1975-1979) were independent

significant risk factors for poor thirty-day

survival (p<0.001) in the multivariate analysis,

but not female gender (p = 0.17).

Survival at 1, 3 and 5 years after the first

intervention was worse for women than men (p

< 0.001). Table 9. Fifty percent of women and

55 % of men were alive after 5 years, which can

be compared to the expected five year survival

of the Swedish general population of the same

age, 88% for women and 87% for men.

In the univariate analysis, age, calendar years

of treatment and female sex were identified as

risk factors for postoperative death. Old age was

the most important risk factor in the multivariate

survival analysis, followed by having been

treated in 1980-1989 and being male (p< 0.001).

Amputation

The percentage of amputated women and men

in the entire patient cohort was similar (11.4%

vs. 10.2%, p = 0.075). No differences between

women and men were found in the percentage

of amputated among living patients. Table 9.

Table 8. Thirty-day survival for the four subgroups is presented as
the percentage of survived patients. The number of treated patients
is also presented.

Women (%) Men (%) P value
94.3 94.6 nsSuprainguinal interventions
n=876 n=1258
97.4 96.5 nsFemoropopliteal bypass
n=733 n=863
97.2 95.1 nsFemorodistal bypass
n=248 n=349
75.8 80.8 0.008†Embolectomy
n=1119 n=922

w 1970-1994
ww 1980-1994
†Gehan-Wilcoxon statistic.
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Compared to patients with intact limbs,

amputated patients were older (73 years vs. 68

years, P<.001) and amputated women were older

than men (76 years vs. 70 years, p<0.001).

The most common procedure preceding an

amputation was embolectomy (40%) in 1980-

1984, which changed to infrainguinal

intervention (51%) in 1990-1994. For women

and men treated with femorodistal procedures a

higher proportion was amputated than was the

case with patients treated with other types of

procedure (p<0.001). Figure 3. A higher

percentage of amputated women in

embolectomised patients was the only significant

gender difference observed in the procedure

subgroups (p <0.001).

Treatment performed in 1985-1994, old age

and female sex were identified as risk factors

for amputation in the univariate analysis. In the

multivariate analysis, old age and calendar year

remained significant but not female sex.

Table 9. The number of living women and men and amputated patients at 30 days, 1,3 and
5 years after their first vascular intervention. The percentage is presented in brackets.

Time after
intervention

Living women Amputated women Living men Amputated men

30 days 3420 (89) 123 (4) 4406 (92) 162 (4)
1 year 2877 (75) 324 (11) 3828 (80) 379 (10)

3 years 2378 (62) 386 (16) 3147 (65) 424 (13)
5 years 1918 (50) 413 (21) 2638 (55) 455 (17)

Pearsons chi square analysis for comparison between groups and between women and men.

Figure 3. The percentage of amputated patients in 1980-1994
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Paper III

Patient characteristics

Women had a higher mean age at their qualifying

intervention compared to men (74 years vs 70

years). There were less female diabetic patients

and smokers (22% diabetic women compared to

43% men, p=0.0004, 63% smoking women

compared to 82% men, p=0.005). All other risk

factors were similar in women and men, also in

the matched subgroup. An equal share of women

and men had rest pain or ulcers/gangrene (54%

of women had ulcers/gangrene vs 56% of men,

p=0.77).

Localisation of lesions treated

The localisation of the treated lesions differed

between women and men. Figure 4. A greater

proportion of lesions was localised above the

inguinal ligament in women, also after matching

for age and diabetes. A similar distribution of

more lesions suprainguinally in women, was also

found when all interventions performed ipsilaterally

were analysed. In 92% of the vascular

reconstructions some kind of graft was used,

autologous veins more often in men than in women.

OutcomeO

Most measured outcome variables, such as

mortality and amputation rates, were similar in

women and men over time. Table 10. The number

of amputated women and men in the matched

subgroup was also similar (11/80 vs 8/80,

p=0.48). One year after the qualifying

intervention, more men had improved, but fewer

women attended the clinical control and were

available for analysis. Table 10.

The time to amputation was not significantly

affected by age, localisation of treated lesion,

gender or diabetes. No correlation was found

between the localisation of the treated lesion and

amputation in matched patients (p=0.33 for

women, p= 0.24 for men).

Time to death postoperatively for all patients

and the matched subgroup was only influenced

by age in a Cox regression model (p=0.004). No

correlation between survival and localisation of

lesions treated was found for women or men in

the matched group (p = 0.60, p =0.07). Using a

calculation of standardised mortality ratio

(SMR), an excess mortality was observed, 174

deceased patients compared to the estimated 62

persons (SMR 2.53, CI 2.16-2.93).

12%

32%

22%

6%

27%

1%
suprainguinal
reconstruction
suprainguinal PTA

femoropopliteal
reconstruction
femoropopliteal PTA

femorodistal
reconstruction
femorodistal PTA

Figure 4. Distribution of procedure types in women and men treated for critical ischemia
at the Karolinska Hospital 1993-1994.
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Paper IV

Medical background and reproductive history

The social situation was similar for patients and

references, as well as their body mass index (BMI).

More patients had a history of smoking (88% vs

45%, p<0.001), diabetes (15% vs 4%, p=0.001),

hyperlipidemia (24% vs 12%, p<0.001), MI

(15%vs 2%,p<0.001) and angina (24% vs 5%,

p<0.001) than references. Patients still had more

concomitant disease than references in a Cox

regression model considering age differences: MI,

angina, and hyperlipidemia (p=0.1, p=0.01,

p=0.08).

The age at menarche and menopause, number

of pregnancies, hysterectomies and the use of HRT

were similar between the groups. Table 11. The

mean differences and confidence interval for age

Table 11. Reproductive history for patients and references. Number of women (percent).

Patients
n=116

References
n=197

P-value

Menarche 13.4 (S.D. 2.0) 13.2 (SD 1.5) 0.37

Pregnancies, mean 1.8 2.0 0.27
Null parity 21 (18) 25 (12) 0.19
1-3 pregnancies 86 (74) 155 (79) 0.31

4 pregnancies 9 (8) 17 (9) 0.79
Ever used oral contraceptives 18 (16) 105 (53) <0.001
Premenopause 8 (7) 43 (22) <0.001
Natural menopause 77 (66) 101 (51) 0.45
Unaware of age at menopause 15 (14) 23 (15) 0.48
Perimenopausal HRT 4 (4) 8 (5) 0.55
Surgical menopause 12 (11) 19 (12) 0.55
Mean age at natural menopause 50.2 (S.D. 3.8) 50.4 (S.D. 3.7) 0.71
Hormone replacement therapy 46 (40) 85 (43) 0.55
Hysterectomy 17 (15) 25 (13) 0.43
SOE 15 (13) 23 (12) 0.51
w Mean difference 0.19, (95 % C.I. –0.61, 0.23)
ww Mean difference 0.21 , (95 % C.I. –0.90, 1.32)

Table 10. Postoperative mortality. The number of amputated patients, second interventions
and improvement 30 days, 1 year and 5 years after the qualifying intervention of patients
alive. Outcome for all patients alive in May 2003 (9-10 years postoperatively) is also
presented.

Dead
n (%)

P Amputated
n (%)

P Second
intervention †

n (%)

P Improvement
n (%)

P

30 days Women
Men

2 (2)
7 (6)

0.08 1 (2)
4 (4)

0.35 28 (24)
23 (21)

0.64 88 (74)
84 (73)

0.93

1 year Women
Men

17 (14)
22 (19)

0.32 7 (7)
9 (10)

0.47 42 (41)
35 (38)

0.61 35 (34)w
53 (57)w

0.001

5 years Women
Men

62 (52)
67 (58)

0.34 5 (9)
4 (8)

0.94 29 (51)
18 (38)

0.17 ww ww

May 2003 Women
Men

88 (74)
85 (74)

0.34 1 (3)
4 (13)

0.14  19 (61)
 14 (47)

0.25 ww ww

†    minor secondary procedures  or  major vascular intervention
w   missing patients, but alive ; 52 women (51%) and 33 men (35%), p<0.001.
wwno standardised clinical follow-up after 1 year.
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at menarche and menopause further confirmed that

the groups were similar as to reproductive factors.

More references had used oral contraceptives (53%

vs 16% of patients) and more references had not

reached menopause compared to patients, due

to the lower mean age of this group. Table 11.

The use of oral contraceptives for references was

higher than for patients also when five-year age

groups were compared. When age at natural

menopause was analysed as four groups

(menopause at <45, 46-50, 51-55 or >55 years),

patients and references were distributed equally

in all groups.

Patients treated for suprainguinal disease

(n=73) were younger than patients treated for

infra-inguinal disease (n=43), (62 versus 69

years, p<0.001). The medical and reproductive

history of patients suffering from suprainguinal

- and infrainguinal disease was similar, except

for the smoking history (47 % versus 16%,

p=0.004) and the use of oral contraceptives (21

% versus 7%, p<0.001).

In women who were under the age of 55 when

answering the questionnaire, a higher percentage

of patients (n=17) smoked, had MI and angina

than women in the reference group (n=64). The

reproductive history was similar apart from the

use of oral contraceptives (47% vs 72%, p<0.001)

and a higher number of nulliparous patients than

was the case for references (35% vs12%, p = 0.03).
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GENERAL DISCUSSION

Preoperative conditions in women

Age and reproductive history

The higher mean age in women treated for LLI

(3-8 years) was one of the most important

findings in our reports (paper I, III). Biological

differences, such as a pre-menopausal protection

of endogenous oestrogen can explain a later onset

of disease in women compared to men. 2, 46, 133,

138 Many factors associated with the develop-

ment and progression of arteriosclerotic disease

are affected by oestrogen levels, as mentioned

previously .27-29, 32, 139 A different reproductive

history, affecting endogenous oestrogen levels

throughout life could hypothetically influence

the development of LLI.

This was not supported by the data in our

report (paper IV). Women with LLI did not have

a different reproductive history from that of

women from the general population (paper IV).

Age at menopause is the most important

reproductive factor in the literature concerning

the association between reproductive history and

CHD. 38, 42, 43, 46, 140 In Weiss’ investigation of

women with aortoiliac disease, more patients

than controls had a history of an early surgical

menopause (<43 years). 45 Cronenwett found a

higher number of pre-menopausal women in his

material of 75 women with aortoiliac disease,

compared to the estimated number, but the

difference was not significant, 34 % vs 22%. 44

In our analysis of women with an early onset of

LLI or suprainguinal disease we did not observe

a lower age at menopause compared to that

reported for references (paper IV). The reliability

of our data is limited because of the small sample

in the subgroup analysis. Smoking lowers the

onset age for menopause with approximately 1-

2 years. 18-20 If this is applied to our data, the

patients would actually have had a higher age at

menopause than women in the population. Our

observation of more nulliparous younger patients

should also be interpreted with caution due to

the size of the subgroup (paper IV). It may reflect

a higher frequency of smokers or that these

women have a different social situation. Among

the other reproductive parameters in our report,

only the use of oral contraceptives differed

between the groups. This could be interpreted

as if use of oral contraceptives protects against

development of disease, a finding that has been

reported in animal models.141, 142 The opposite

has however been shown in studies on patients

with CHD and ischemic stroke, as well as a

recent report on peripheral arterial disease, the

RATIO trial. 51, 53, 54, 143, 144 The RATIO trial

reported that women with PAOD (n=152) had a

significantly higher use of oral contraceptives

than the controls (51 % vs 38 %). The women

with PAOD, defined by ABPI measurement,

angiograms and questionnaires, who were

included in this study, were surprisingly young

(mean age 44 years, range:25-49 years) but they

were still considered as having arteriosclerotic

disease. This could partly explain the

contradictory findings as compared with our

report. These women  did probably not suffer

from the common form of more age-related

arteriosclerotic disease, why the results cannot

be generally applied on all women with LLI.

The lack of other differences in reproductive

history in our report and the contradictory

findings in the literature on CHD may be

explained by methodological difficulties.
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Hypothetically oestrogen could affect coronary

or carotid arteries differently than other

peripheral arteries. Our results indicates that

other risk factors are probably more important

for LLI development in women at risk than the

reproductive history.

As expected, all the well known risk factors

and cardiovascular disease were more common

in women treated for LLI than in women in the

population (paper IV).

A different risk factor profile for women

probably also contributes to the later onset of

disease in women compared to men. 10, 15, 145

Women treated for CLI did not suffer from more

cardiovascular disease than men and they

smoked less during the observed period (paper

III). Data on smoking habits, however, are known

to be unreliable in retrospective studies of this

kind, and should always be interpreted with some

caution.

The number of female smokers among LLI

patients will certainly change, since an equal

number of women and men smoke today in the

society, 20% - 25%. 146, 147

Selection and referral

Very little is known about referral patterns in LLI

patients with regard to gender. An attempt to

identify some possible explanations for the

described differences in the treatment of women

and men with LLI is presented below. Possible

explanations for the later onset of disease in

women have been discussed above. An overall

underestimate of the prevalence of the disease

in the population has been reported, and more

women are found among asymptomatic LLI

patients than in symptomatic patients. 80, 81, 148

Women with CHD present with atypical

symptoms and uncharacteristic ECG changes in

comparison with men. 23, 110, 111 A missed

diagnosis for AAA patients occurs more

frequently for women than for men, regardless

of age. 149, 150 Socio-economic disadvantages

have been reported to influence the risk of CHD

in women. 151 This can hypothetically also affect

willingness among women to seek healthcare and

consequently to be correctly diagnosed. In

addition, problems of communication between

female LLI patients and male vascular surgeons

may exist. Differences between women and men

with regard to levels of expressed discomfort or

pain as well as different perceptions of quality

of life restrictions caused by IC may also occur.

This can delay the diagnosis or referral of women

compared to men. There is no consensus about

the indication for vascular intervention in IC

patients, which can increase the risk that women

are offered treatment less frequently. Table 2

In patients treated at our clinic for CLI, the

number of outpatient visits before an intervention

was similar for women and men (paper III). If

there is a bias in selecting women with CLI for

vascular intervention, our data indicate that this

probably occurs prior to referral to a vascular

surgeon.

Women treated for LLI suffer from a heavy load

of associated diseases compared to other women,

but not more than is the case for treated men

(paper III, IV). Their greatest disadvantage when

the preoperative conditions are evaluated is their

older age. It is probable that the main

explanations for this is biological combined with

a different risk factor distribution. More efforts

should be made to identify other biological

factors for the later onset of disease in women

besides their reproductive history.

Vascular interventions in women

Increasing number of women treated for LLI

The increased number of interventions

performed during the observed 25 years
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described in our Stockholm study corresponds

to other reports (paper I). 96, 97, 99, 102, 136, 152

Table 3.

The growing proportion of female patients

over time has not been described previously and

the distribution of procedure types has never

been analysed with a gender perspective (paper

I). An increasing prevalence of LLI in women,

due to their changing smoking habits and a

growing prevalence of diabetes, can explain this

increase. The increasing mean age in the

population may also be a contributing factor. 146

This will certainly affect the future workload of

vascular surgeons. The rapid change in the

proportion of women can also be explained by

an increasing awareness that women can suffer

from LLI, and by the fact that more women are

being referred to vascular surgeons.

Undoubtedly, one of the most important factors

for the dramatic development from 1970 to 1994

is the wider indication for treatment. 96, 99 The latter

is probably related to the development of and

improvement in endovascular and surgical

techniques. Improved outcome and lower

complication rates may have diminished the

restrictive attitude towards treating the elderly,

which is especially beneficial for women. 100, 117,

153

Fewer women than men are treated

Although increasing numbers of women are treated,

women were still in a minority in 1994 (46%)

(paper I). The lower number of women is supported

by many reports on patients treated for LLI or IC

(6 %- 36% ).13, 73, 107, 114, 125, 154, 155 This may

reflect a lower prevalence in women, but this is

unlikely considering their age. Female

claudicants may have lower psychical demands

than men have, a hypothesis supported by the

higher number of “asymptomtic “ cases reported

among women. 65, 80 It is unlikely that women

with CLI would be denied intervention if

anatomically possible. Accordingly the sex ratio

was similar in our report to that in many others

reports on CLI patients (paper III). 5, 68, 106, 115,

119, 126, 127, 156, 157 The literature is however

contradictory. The most likely explanation for a

lower of number treated women in some CLI

reports is different study populations. A lower

prevalence of CLI in the female population and

more advanced distal disease in women may also

contribute. 7, 113, 128, 158

Although fewer women were treated between

1990 and 1994, the distribution of types of

procedures for chronic LLI was similar for

women and men. Figure 5.

30%

30%

14%

26%
suprainguinal procedure

femoropopliteal procedure

femorodistal procedure

PTA

26%

33%

13%

28%

Figure 5. Proportion of women and men treated for lower limb ischemia with suprainguinal
procedures, femoropopliteal or femorodistal by pass and PTA in 1990-1994 in the county of
Stockhlom

Women
N=1598

Men
N=1849
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Changes from 1994 to 2002

Since 1994 the proportion of women has changed

in the county of Stockholm. In our first

Stockholm study, we predicted that a majority

of patients treated with femoropopliteal by pass

would be women by 2005 (paper I). When this

thesis was written we extracted data from another

source, SWEDVASC, in order to evaluate if this

prediction was accurate. The vast majority of

vascular surgeons record basic data on vascular

interventions performed and on treated patients

into this nation wide vascular register. The data

extracted from SWEDVASC showed that already

in 2002 a majority of patients treated for LLI in

Stockholm was women, 358 women vs 330 men.

Table 12.

Interestingly, the types of procedures for

patients treated for LLI were still almost similarly

distributed in women and men in 2002.

Table 12. Vascular interventions for LLI in
the county of Stockholm 2002 (SWEDVASC).

Women Men
Suprainguinal disease
Vascular reconstruction
PTA

50
91

43
78

Femoropopliteal disease
Vascular reconstruction
PTA

54
52

63
34

Femorodistal disease
Vascular reconstruction
PTA

104
7

109
3

TOTAL 358 330

Localisation of treated lesion

Suprainguinal interventions did not increase as

dramatically over time as infrainguinal

interventions in Stockholm (paper I). In this

report a stable proportion of female patients,

41%, was observed, similar to other reports (33%

- 42%). 44, 72 Patients with suprainguinal disease

in Stockholm and in our report on reproductive

history were similar to those described by others;

they were younger, smoked more and had a better

outcome than those with infrainguinal disease

(paper I, II, IV). 44, 67, 72 Among our CLI

patients, 45 % of the women and 19 % of the

men were treated for suprainguinal lesions (paper

III). In the reports by Molloy and Nasr on PTA

treatment of CLI, 14% –23% of the patients, with

no gender specified, were treated for

suprainguinal disease. 106, 127 An Italian group,

reporting on outcome for CLI patients (27%

women), had a population in which 39% were

treated for suprainguinal disease. 113 These data

are more in accordance with our female subgroup

(paper III). It is difficult to find one single

explanation for the high number of suprainguinal

interventions among our women suffering from

CLI. It may reflect a higher prevalence of

suprainguinal disease in women, but the most

probable explanation is that most patients with

CLI have multilevel disease. As previously

discussed, women with CLI could have

infrainguinal anatomical conditions not allowing

further intervention. This finding suggests that

patients with suprainguinal disease actually fall

into two separate groups; the young, smoking

claudicant with a limited localised lesion and the

older patient with multilevel disease. Figure 1.

It is possible that the pathogenesis of the

arteriosclerotic disease differ in these patients.
44, 67, 72 The angiograms performed in women

treated with suprainguinal interventions in our

report on reproductive history were not analysed

in detail within the study protocol. It is possible

that the lack of differences in age at the onset of

menopause between women treated for supra-

and infrainguinal disease in that report, is due to

a number of women classified as

“suprainguinal”, that actually had multilevel

disease (paper IV).
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The increase in the number of infrainguinal

procedures over time was more dramatic than

for other analysed groups in the Stockholm study

(paper I). The improved surgical techniques and

wider indications, treating IC, CLI and elderly

patients, are probably the most important

explanations for this. The willingness to treat

elderly, best reflected by the increase in mean

age over time, is probably the main explanation

for the increase of treated women in this

subgroup (paper I). 100, 124 The described

advantages of vascular intervention compared to

primary amputation from a patient perspective

and health-economical point of view has

certainly also influenced this rapid increase. 131,

136, 159, 160 An awareness among surgeons that

“acute on chronic” ischemia  should preferably

be treated with semi-urgent infrainguinal

intervention rather than with an immediate

embolectomy may also have contributed to the

increasing numbers (paper I).

The lower number of women treated with

femorodistal by passes compared to the number

of men can be explained by anatomical

differences. 68, 70, 118, 161 Smaller lumen areas,

too distal disease or lacking vein grafts in women

may influence the surgeon’s ability to intervene.

This is supported by an investigation of

amputations at the Karolinska Hospital in 1992.

A higher proportion of women was rejected for

intervention by vascular surgeons than was the

case for men.162

The ICD code for PTA was first used in

Stockholm in 1987 and analysis over time was

therefore not meaningful (paper I). Between

1990 and 1994, 18 % of all interventions

performed were PTA and a similar number of

women and men were treated (447 women vs

488 men).

In some PTA studies, the outcome has been

analysed with a gender perspective but no

differences in survival or limb salvage rates were

found. 122, 125, 126, 157 In several other reports

on the results after PTA, the number of treated

women and men are not presented or analysed

separately as regards the localisation of lesions

and outcome. Is this a reflection of the

importance of considering anatomy, age and

diabetes rather than gender? 105-107, 158, 163 It

may of course also be an effect of the low power

accomplished when subgroups are analysed.

The indications for PTA are wider today.

Some reports show that PTA, not vascular

reconstruction, constitute 69 % of the primary

interventions performed for CLI. 105, 106  The

use of PTA for infrainguinal lesions has

increased, although knowledge of patency and

outcome is limited. 106, 125, 126, 157

Outcome
At first, women in our Stockholm investigation

appear to have a higher mortality and amputation

rate than men. When age was considered, it

became clear that women had similar or even

better outcome after interventions than men.

Survival

The postoperative thirty-day survival after supra-

and infrainguinal interventions in Stockholm was

similar for women and men (paper II). It can be

expected that the higher mean age in women (3-

5 years) results in a higher mortality rate in

women. This was not found to be the case and

therefore one can speculate if the preoperative

conditions differ for women and men. This

hypothesis is supported by our report on CLI

patients, among whom more men than women

were smokers and had diabetes (paper III).
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The poor long term survival rate in comparison

with the general population, as well as the strong

influence of increasing age on survival rates was

expected (paper II). The higher mortality in

women compared to men, i.e. 1, 3, and 5 years

after the first intervention, is in agreement with

other studies. 13, 14, 114 When the age difference

between the sexes was considered, male sex was

an independent risk factor for death. This was

highly unexpected. It can be a consequence of

the better survival rate in women in general, but

again it could be explained by a selection bias,

with a more liberal attitude when treating high

risk men. Male sex as a risk factor for death in

treated patients, has to our knowledge previously

only been described by Al-Omran, in his

population based investigation on outcome after

interventions performed for PAOD 1991-1998

in Ontario. 117 Unfortunately no explanations for

this unexpected finding are present, only

references to rates in untreated patients. The

cohort does not differ in any obvious way from

ours or that in other reports on outcome for

treated LLI patients. In the majority of reports

however, gender is not a risk factor, once age

and other factors are considered. 5, 8, 68, 73, 74,

121, 122

Survival rates are often presented as if this

outcome variable is related to the intervention

performed in patients treated for LLI. The

observed high mortality rate compared to the

expected rate in the population, is more related

to the overall risk of premature death due to

cardiovascular disease than the actual

intervention. Hypothetically, survival rates in

LLI patients could even be improved by

successful intervention, due to increased mobility

and ability to exercise. An improved quality of

life as a result of reduced pain and improved ulcer

healing may reduce stress and blood pressure.

This is however difficult to evaluate, as others

have observed. 8, 104

Amputation rates

As has been found in other studies our Stockholm

study revealed that women ran a higher risk of

subsequent amputation than men 7, 115 (paper II).

Since female gender was not an independent risk

factor in a multivariate analysis in neither ours

nor other reports, the risk appears to be related

to other factors rather than gender per se. 5, 13,

68, 73, 74, 114, 117  The risk of subsequent

amputation in relation to diabetes and old age

are well documented. 7, 64, 100, 107, 113, 117, 124,

156, 161 This should however not be interpreted

as a reason for avoiding surgical treatment of

diabetic or elderly patients. Cost benefit analysis

and quality of life aspects supports the view that

vascular intervention should be attempted also

for diabetic as well as elderly patients, since the

alternative to intervention often is primary

amputation. 100, 136, 159, 160, 164, 165

Our Stockholm study showed that old age was

strongly associated with risk of  amputation

(paper II). It is not clear why age is so strongly

related to this risk, but it is reasonable to believe

that a larger number of elderly suffer from

infrainguinal disease and diabetes. Anatomical

conditions, such as the elderly having a lack of

patent outflow vessels distally, thus excluding

further interventions also increases the risk of

secondary amputations.

The Stockholm study shows that many elderly

patients treated with embolectomy were

amputated and women more frequently than men

(paper II). This can be explained by women’s

longevity or that more women with “acute on

chronic” ischemia were treated with

embolectomy rather than with adequate

treatment for their thrombosis.
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A higher number of amputated patients were

treated with infrainguinal interventions

compared to suprainguinal interventions in our

Stockholm study (paper II). The amputation risk

among our CLI patients, in the matched subgroup

and in a regression model, was however not

influenced by localisation of treated lesions

(paper III). This can be interpreted as if the risk

for amputation depends on the previously

described varying distribution of risk factors

between the groups, rather than the localisation

of lesions. The lack of influence on the risk for

amputation among CLI patients may be due to

the fact that patients classified as “suprainguinal”

actually suffer from multilevel disease. They

therefore probably have the same basic

characteristics as patients with infrainguinal

disease.

Acute ischemia

Others have also reported an overall reduction

of the number of embolectomies during the last

decades. 137, 166 This can partly be explained by

an increased knowledge among surgeons in

differentiating between acute and  “acute on

chronic” ischemia. 137, 166 The unchanged

number of women treated with embolectomy

during the observed period may reflect a true

higher incidence of embolic events in women

compared to men. This can be related to the

higher number of women in the older age groups.

It may also be explained by an underestimate of

existing chronic ischemia in women compared

to men, which would mistakenly lead surgeons

to embolectomise women with a thrombosis,

rather than treat  them with more appropriate

methods. Table 5. This would explain the higher

amputation and mortality rate in embolectomised

women compared to that for men.

The decline in the number of all patients

treated for acute ischemia may be related to a

decreasing incidence of embolic events and

better pro-fylaxis. Thrombolytic therapy can not

be identified in this material but can contribute

to the decline in the number of embolectomies.

The future
In these investigations we have described some

of the specific conditions for women treated with

vascular interventions for LLI. This thesis

illustrated the fact that, despite our present

knowledge in this field many questions still

remain unanswered.

Today a majority of patients treated are

women. It is important to investigate if there are

specific conditions present in women affecting

the development of disease, and if so, if such

conditions are modifiable or treatable. It is likely

that the number of women requiring intervention

will increase even further, considering the

changing smoking habits of women and men.

The true prevalence rate of LLI in women and

men is unknown. It is necessary to increase our

knowledge about prevalence rates, associated

risk factors, progression of disease and number

of treated patients from a gender perspective as

well as selection and referral patterns. Such

knowledge would also increase our ability to

improve primary and secondary prevention for

these patients, and to identify if there are gender

differences in this respect and whether such

differences are justified. There is an ongoing

debate whether gender differences in secondary

prevention of CHD exist. 167, 168

It is important to describe any changes in

vascular interventions that occurred after 1994,

since significant changes in patient

characteristics and interventional techniques are

likely to have arisen.
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The interest in pharmacological or non-

interventional treatment of this patient group is

growing and is a field where gender aspects play

a vital role. To include women in clinical trials

and analyse outcome in women and men

separately, as is the case for diabetic and non

diabetic patients, will be crucial for our ability

to use any new drugs in clinical practice for both

women and men.

Obvious biological differences do exist

between women and men. The best evidence for

this in our patient group, is the age difference

between treated women and men. A torrent of

reports has been published, investigating the

direct effects of oestrogen on haemostasis,

coagulation, inflammation, angiogenesis and

vessel wall interactions. Almost all these reports

generate their hypothesis from the general stand-

point that oestrogen protects women against

CHD. Even basic knowledge about the effect of

oestrogen is still lacking and the results from

clinical trials are contradictory. The effect of

oestrogen on peripheral arteries is an extremely

neglected area of research.

It is not evident that arteriosclerotic disease

in the coronary and carotid vessels is identical

to that of other peripheral vessels. This needs

further studies, and the gender perspective in this

field can be important. Can the findings in our

report concerning reproductive history be

explained by differences in these vessels, for

example a different susceptibility to oestrogen

and smoking? Basic characteristics have been

described to differ in patients with suprainguinal

disease compared to patients with infrainguinal

disease Figure 1. In order to enhance our

knowledge of these two quite different patient

groups, we should investigate if possible

differences in the pathogenesis of arteriosclerotic

disease at these locations can be found.

The possibility that women may have a

different inflammatory response compared to

men has been reported in CHD patients. 169, 170

It has as far as we know not at all been explored

for peripheral arteries in women, only in men .

The strong relationship between autoimmune

disease and CHD, the higher CMV titers in

women compared to men as predictors for CHD

are all findings that indicate that arteriosclerotic

disease in some women can be different from

that described in men. 169, 170, 172  Hyperhomo-

cysteinemia is a factor that has been reported to

increase the risk for LLI in young women, the

clinical implications of this are today unclear.
173 In the two other large patient groups treated

by vascular surgeons, abdominal aortic

aneurysms and carotid arteriosclerosis, there is

also insufficient knowledge about special

conditions affecting women. Interesting future

studies should focus on: gender differences in

preoperative conditions, true prevalence rates,

the need for different diagnostic criteria,

differences in pathogenesis for women and men,

the influence of oestrogen levels and other risk

factors on the progression of disease as well as

factors influencing poorer outcome for women

and the development of new endovascular

devices more suitable for the treatment of

aneurysms in women.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I. A growing proportion of patients treated for LLI are women. The localisation

of the treated lesions are distributed similarly in women and men.

II. Women have similar amputation rates and better survival than men after

vascular interventions for LLI. Survival and amputation rates are strongly

related to increasing age.

III. Apart from old age, women treated for CLI have similar or better pre-

operative conditions than men. A high proportion of women were treated for

suprainguinal disease compared to men. Again, outcome was similar between

the sexes.

IV. Reproductive history in women treated for LLI is similar to that of women

in the general population.

The number of vascular interventions, especially in women, have probably

increased further after the observed period, and the increase can be expected to
continue. Biological and anatomical differences can probably explain several

of the found differences between the sexes, such as localisation of treated
lesions and age.

Provided there is a gender bias in selection for interventions, a need for
education for patients and physicians about LLI seems necessary.

The similar outcome between women and men indicates that we should
continue to focus on established risk factors in our preoperative evaluation,

rather than gender or reproductive history in women.
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